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Abstract—There are different flexibility options to align power
systems to volatile feed-in of renewable electricity sources. The
flexibility options differ in the dimensions of time, spatiality, and
resource type. To make policy decisions on future energy systems,
it is necessary to get a top-down indication of how much power
system flexibility is needed. With the ongoing energy transition,
there is yet no comprehensive overview of indicators that describe
which dimension of flexibility will be necessary to what extent for
different energy systems. Therefore, this paper provides a first
overview of indicators that can be used to assess the necessity of
power system flexibility. Thus, we do a systematic literature
review to identify indicators that allow us to estimate the necessity
of power system flexibility. We conduct a meta-analysis of these
indicators and categorize them as indicators that either stand for
an increasing or decreasing necessity of power system flexibility.
Our paper can help inform policy, assess needed changes to
system operations, increase stakeholder acceptance and investor
confidence in implementing new technology and measures.
Index Terms-- Flexibility; Indicators; Meta-analysis; Power
system; Systematic review

I. INTRODUCTION
Published research and international reports refer to the
need for power systems flexibility in a country to primarily
cope with the intermittency problem associated with variable
renewable energy (VRE) sources [1], [2], [3]. According to [4],
[5] power system flexibility means the ability of power
systems to adapt to dynamic and changing conditions, in terms

of balancing supply and demand by the day, hour, or minute.
To effectively cope with the intermittency problem associated
with variable renewable energy (VRE) sources i.e., solar and
wind, power systems will need flexibility options. There are
different options for power system flexibility and research has
categorized the available flexibility options into supply,
demand, grid, storage, and markets [6], [7]. These flexibility
options have various dimensions, including the time dimension
which depends on whether it is needed for short, medium, or
long term, and other dimensions such as spatiality (space), and
resource type [8], [9]. Based on these dimensions, flexibility
options can be distinguished into two types: long-term
planning flexibility and short-term operational flexibility [10].
Short-term operational flexibility concentrates on the shortterm system flexibility to balance supply and demand in short
time intervals and shows the response time over a few minutes
or hours. Long-term planning flexibility focuses on long-term
system planning and illustrates the changes such as generation
combination, legislation policies, and altering the consumption
pattern over a few months or years [10].
Planning and decision making for the future of national
power systems is complex and requires large long-term
investments and adequate policies. All the above-mentioned
aspects of power system flexibility such as different flexibility
options, different dimensions of these options can make
decision making and planning more complex. Therefore, to
make informed political and policy decisions on future
electricity systems regarding different flexibility options and
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to prioritize the needed actions, it is necessary to get an
indication of how much flexibility is needed in the national
power system. This will allow for strategic planning for the
flexibility options to be aligned with the actual needs.
Currently, literature lacks a comprehensive overview of
how the different dimensions of flexibility are affected by
political, economic, social, technological, environmental, and
legal (PESTEL) factors. As literature relates the necessity of
power system flexibility to VRE capacity, we also lack an
overview of how other relevant indicators can help us to
estimate the necessity of flexibility in national power systems.
Thus, in this paper, we examine how different indicators
related to PESTEL factors might be able to assess the necessity
of power system flexibility in a country. Therefore, we aim to
answer the following research question: “Which indicators
allow us to estimate the necessity of flexibility in national
power systems?" By assessing all the relevant indicators policy
makers, power system planners, operators, and regulators can
estimate and evaluate the necessity of flexibility in national
power systems and prioritize the needed actions for the future.
In this regard, we perform a systematic literature review in
section two to identify relevant indicators that can help us to
estimate the necessity of flexibility in national power systems.
Then we conduct a meta-analysis of these indicators and
categorize them into PESTEL factors in section three. This
categorization will help us to differentiate the indicators. We
distinguish these indicators based on whether an indicator is
positively or negatively related to the necessity of power
system flexibility. Here indicators with positive relation refer
to flexibility need increasing indicators and indicators with
negative relation to flexibility need decreasing indicators. Also
in section three, we give a description of the identified
indicators and describe the significance as well as effect of
these indicators on the necessity of power system flexibility
according to prior research. In section four, we discuss our
results and findings. Finally, section five ends with a
conclusion where we summarise our findings, mention the
limitation of our work and scope for future research. In this
section we also describe how our research is policy relevant
and how decision makers can make use of our paper.
Our paper can help inform policy makers, assess the needed
changes to system operations, increase stakeholder acceptance,
and increase investor confidence for new measures and
technology implementation in power systems. As an outlook,
these indicators will also allow us to conduct a quantitative
assessment of the necessity of power system flexibility in
different countries on a global scale.

II. RESEARCH APPROACH
Following the guidelines of [11] and [12], we conduct a
systematic literature review to identify existing and previously
used indicators to examine the necessity of power system
flexibility. Regarding the database for our search, we choose
Scopus as it is the largest abstract and citation database of peerreviewed literature – scientific journals, books, and conference
proceedings [13]. We derive a search string where a

connection of the topics is established by boolean operators:
(“factors” OR “indicators”) AND ((“power” AND “system”
AND “flexibility”) OR (“electricity” AND “system” AND
“flexibility”)). We derived the given search string to cover a
wide field of research regarding different flexibility options, as
the goal of the literature review is to derive the relevant
indicators for an overall necessity of power system flexibility,
agnostic to the available flexibility options and their utilization
in power systems. Therefore, we do not yet distinguish
between different options and usage of flexibility. For our
systematic literature review, we consider the period from 2015
to 2022. We choose this time period of 2015-2022 as we want
to keep the literature search recent, short, and comprehensive
enough to answer our research question. Also, the works of
literature in this period have already cited relevant literature
from the previous few years and are based on literature from
2010 onwards. Also, we only take into account articles written
in the English language. Regarding the subject area, we specify
via a filter option on Scopus to only consider articles with a
focus on energy and engineering as these are the relevant areas
for our research question. With literature indicated as energy,
we cover the indicators related to the energy system as the field
of engineering covers related indicators related to the technical
sides of the flexibility options. We apply the search string to
the title, abstract, and keywords, obtaining 541 articles as a
result of our initial search. To further narrow down the number
of eligible articles, we proceed with the article selection
process, which consists of three steps: title screening, abstract
screening, and full-text screening. As inclusion criteria, we
define that exclusively papers for which a full text is available
are considered. As a first step of the selection process, we
screen the titles and reduce the number of papers to 128, for
which we additionally screen the abstract. After the abstract
screening, 51 papers remain for full-text screening. As a result
of the full-text screening, we obtain 38 articles that are relevant
to our research question.
In addition to academic literatures, we looked for grey
literatures (GL) using Google Scholar (GS). According to [14]
Google Scholar can identify a large body of GL in excess of
that found by either traditional academic citation databases or
GL identification methods. Thus, making GS attractive for
comprehensive GL searches for systematic reviews. GL refers
to informally published written material, not indexed by major
database vendors. GL is usually attributed to government,
academia, NGO, pressure groups, trade unions, industries and
is not rigorously peer-reviewed [15]. Some examples of GL are
reports (progress, market research), theses, conference
proceedings, technical specifications and standards, official
documents, company white papers, and discussion papers.
Using the same methodology, search string and steps for
searching literature on Scopus, we searched for GL on GS and
finalised 6 pieces of GL in the last step.
We followed the concept-centric organization of results as
proposed by [11]. We developed a concept matrix listing the
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identified articles from the literature review and the identified
content assorted to indicators and corresponding units of
analysis. Hence, for each article, we analysed which indicators
were identified or used in order to examine the ‘need for
flexibility’ in the respective article. We used the following
concepts for the classification of results from the literature
review: type of indicators, e.g., PESTEL. The classification
was carried out by a joint discussion of the author team.
III. RESULTS
From our systematic review, we identified 44 articles in total
including 6 from GL. Here [7], [16]–[31], [32]–[51] are
academic articles, [52]–[54] are reports from international
organisations, [55], [56] are reports from the European
Commission, [57] is a report from an international energy
consultancy, and [58] is a publication from an energy research
laboratory. After analysing these 44 shortlisted literatures, we
identified 17 indicators. These indicators are listed in table 1.
In this table below, we have categorised these indicators into
political, economic, social, technological, environmental, and
legal/regulatory factors accordingly.
Table 1: List of 17 indicators categorised into PESTEL factors
[7], [16]–[31], [32]–[51], [52]–[54], [55], [56], [57], [58]

Technological indicators
2 High share of flexible

1

High share of inflexible
VRE in power system

3

High interconnection
capacity
High storage capacity

5

1
3

4

generators in power
system
Small grid size & low
grid quality

Economic indicators
2 Volatile electricity

Fluctuating and
uncertain fuel price
Negative electricity
price

4

price
High curtailment

Legal / Regulatory indicators
2 Inadequate market

1

Inadequate grid
regulations

1

VRE targets for GHG
reduction

1

Weather and seasonal
variability

1

Usage of DER

mechanisms

Political indicators
2 Electrification of end
use sectors

Environmental indicators
2 Availability of
resources

Social indicators
2 Predictability of load
profile

Describtion of indicators and their relation to the necessity of
power system flexibility
Here we briefly describe the 17 identified indicators and
describe whether these indicators are positively or negatively

related with the necessity of power system flexibility. If an
indicator has a positive relationship, it means that this indicator
has the potential to increase the necessity of flexibility in
national power systems and a negative relation means viceversa.
Technological indicators:
1. High share of inflexible VRE in power system [16],
[19], [25], [46], [52], [55], [57], [58]:
This indicator refers to the amount of VRE capacity in national
installed capacity and also the amount of power generation
from VRE sources in the total power generation of a country.
With a high share of VRE in the power system, most of the
demand has to be supplied by utilising weather dependent VRE
sources. This increases the chance of supply fluctuations. A
high share of this indicator has a positive relation to the
necessity of power system flexibility.
2. High share of flexible generators in power system
[17], [19], [22], [25], [28], [43], [52], [54], [55],
[57], [58]:
Gas-fueled power plants (Gas CCGT, Gas CHP), oil-fueled
power plants, hydro-power plants, geothermal power plants,
and coal-fired power plants are flexible types of generators,
easily dispatchable when needed and have good ramping
capabilities and are thus able to provide supply-side flexibility
in power systems. If there is a high dispatchable and flexible
generation portfolio in the national installed capacity to satisfy
most of the demand, then there is less necessity of additional
flexibility options. A high share of this indicator has a negative
relation to the necessity of power system flexibility.
3. High storage capacity [7], [25], [52], [55]–[58]:
Different types of storage technologies such as electric (i.e.,
battery), thermal, pumped hydro, and power-to-x (P2X) have
a negative relation to the necessity of power system flexibility
because of the ability of these technologies to store excess
electricity and supply it at a later time when needed to balance
any fluctuations.
4. High interconnection capacity [7], [25], [27],
[54]–[56], [58]:
An interconnected grid with neighbouring countries can
provide a larger resource pool to balance surplus and deficit
generation through electricity export and import when
compared to an individual nation's grid. Higher collaboration
and network connection with neighbouring power systems can
lead to a lower necessity of power system flexibility. Thus,
interconnections have a negative relation to the necessity of
power system flexibility. However, if the variability profile
and share of VRE sources are similar in neighbouring power
systems, then there is less additional benefit from higher
interconnections.
5. Small grid size & low grid quality [28], [37], [54],
[55]:
Grid size refers to the amount of area of a country that is
covered by the transmission and distribution lines of the power
grid. In a widely spread national power grid, potential regional
fluctuations can be balanced over a larger area. Grid quality
refers to the transmission line's capacity to transmit electricity
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by maintaining frequency and voltage, without congestion and
bottlenecks, and always maintaining a balance of electricity
demand and supply at every second. A small size grid with a
lot of constraints, transmission bottlenecks, fluctuating
frequency and voltage, can increase the need for flexibility and
thus showcases a positive relation to the necessity of power
system flexibility.
Economic indicators:
6. Fluctuating and uncertain fuel price [16]:
Fluctuating and uncertain fuel prices are positively related to
the necessity of power system flexibility. The fuel prices of
conventional energy sources such as natural gas and coal can
fluctuate, and their availability is also uncertain at times, for
example, in the case of the recent 2022 crisis between Russia
& Ukraine. Fuel price volatility and uncertain availability of
fuel affect the conventional and dispatchable power plants in
terms of higher power generation costs. It results in the
increased necessity of power system flexibility to reduce
overall system costs.
7. Volatile electricity price [38], [48]:
High electricity price volatility means swings between low and
high prices. It reflects limited transmission capacity, limited
availability of ramping, fast response, and peaking supplies,
and limited ability to reduce demand. This indicator has a
positive relation to the necessity of power system flexibility.
8. Negative electricity price [17], [58]:
Negative prices may occur when conventional plants cannot
reduce output, load that cannot absorb excess supply, surplus
of renewable energy, and limited transmission capacity to
balance supply and demand across broader geographic areas.
Negative prices in electricity markets can signal a need for
power system flexibility and thus has a positive relation to the
necessity of power system flexibility.
9. High curtailment [17], [39], [58]:
The term “curtailment” refers to the reduction of power
production (“generation curtailment”) when there is too much
electricity in the grid. It also refers to the reduction of power
consumption (“load curtailment”) when there is not enough
power in the grid for the consumer. A high amount of
curtailment leads to growing costs for the system operators and
consequently for the whole system. Flexibility in power
systems can reduce this growing cost. Thus, high curtailment
indicates a positive relation to the necessity of power system
flexibility.
Legal / Regulatory indicators:
10. Inadequate grid regulations [28], [31], [32], [38]:
Enabling flexibility in power systems depends on the
regulations of electricity grid operations in a country. Before
additional investments for power system flexibility are made,
grid regulations should be designed to use existing and
potential flexibility. The use of industrial demand-side
flexibility for example can result in high load peaks. These
load peaks are getting penalized by current regulations in
Germany with high grid charges. Therefore, industrial
demand-side flexibility potential remains unused. Grid

regulation should ensure compatibility between the availability
of flexibility and the demand for flexibility through the usage
of the electricity grid. When regulations are not adequate, it
increases the necessity for additional flexibility in power
systems. Thus, this indicator is positively related to the
necessity of power system flexibility.
11. Inadequate market mechanisms [28], [31], [32],
[38]:
The necessity of flexibility in power systems is tied to the
regulatory and market rules that help shape operations in a
country. In some power systems, sufficient flexibility may
exist to cope with variability of supply and demand, but this
flexibility may not be fully accessible without changes to
regulatory and legal aspects. For example, the absence of
capacity market, i.e., certain remuneration for supply guaranty
in times of need, indicates a necessity of power system
flexibility. Regulatory and legal constraints can also impede
access to available flexibility. For example, in some markets,
the terms of certain power purchase agreements (PPA) may
constrain the physically available flexibility that could
otherwise help balance the system in times of need. This
indicator is positively related to the necessity of additional
power system flexibility.
Political indicators:
12. VRE targets for GHG reduction [7], [31], [52]:
If a country has political and policy targets of installing a large
amount of VRE sources for reducing greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions and for increasing energy autarky, then it is
positively related with the necessity of power system
flexibility in the future.
13. Electrification of end use sectors [23], [35], [45]:
Policy towards the electrification of different end-use sectors,
i.e., building, industry, and transport, could lead to increased
power demand and higher fluctuations across the daily demand
profiles of consumers. High fluctuation is the difference
between peak and average demand. For example, in many
countries government policies are encouraging the adoption of
electric vehicles (EV) and installation of electric heat pumps
to replace natural gas heating systems. Thus, this indicator is
positively related to the necessity of power system flexibility.
Environmental indicators:
14. Weather and seasonal variability [29], [55]:
Variations in daily weather and seasonal component, such as
temperature, rain, etc., can affect both the production of
electricity i.e., from hydro, VRE sources, and the demand for
electricity i.e., cooling need during warm weather. This
indicator is thus positively related to the necessity of power
system flexibility.
15. Availability of resources [20], [40]:
The necessity of power system flexibility can vary depending
on the type of available resources and geographical conditions.
If a country has natural and geological resources, i.e., hydro
potential, fossil fuel reserve, then the country might utilise
these resources to expand flexible power generation capacities,
e.g., pumped hydro storage. Thus, reducing the necessity of
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power system flexibility in the future. On the other hand,
favourable geographical conditions, i.e., sufficient wind speed,
may lead to the expansion of inflexible wind energy capacity
resulting in a higher necessity of power system flexibility in
future. Thus, this indicator is both positively and negatively
related to the necessity of power system flexibility. The
availability of resources also influences the share of VRE and
flexible generators in the power system.
Social indicators:
16. Usage of DER [19], [38], [42], [42], [46]:
In many places, there is an upward trend in installing
distributed energy resources (DER). DER include, inter alia,
roof-top solar PV and heat pumps. Roof-top solar PV is for
self-generation and consumption of electricity by the
consumer. Heat pumps are for space heating using electricity.
Additionally, people are increasingly switching to electric
vehicles (EV) from fossil fuel-powered internal combustion
engine vehicles. It is happening due to the falling cost of these
technologies and rising consumer concern for reducing climate
change and GHG emissions. An increased amount of
distributed power generation in the system results in bidirectional power flows, an increase in the variance of
operating scenarios, and a decrease in the quality of power
supply in general. Also, a considerable number of heat pumps
and EV increase the demand for electricity in the power
system. Thus, this indicator is positively related to the
necessity of power system flexibility.
17. Predictability of load profile [16], [37], [50]:
If system operators can accurately predict the demand and load
profile of electricity consumers, then system operators can plan
power generation accordingly to match expected demand. This
can occur when there are no high and sudden fluctuations in
demand and the load profile of a consumer is predictable. High
predictability can reduce the necessity of power system
flexibility. Thus, this indicator is negatively related to the
necessity of power system flexibility.

indicators provide a first look into the increased necessity of
flexibility in a power system. This increased necessity can be
counteracted by other technological indicators as, e.g., the
installed storage capacity.
The identified indicators are interlinked with each other, and
in this paper, we did our best efforts to disjunct them.
Furthermore, there are indicators that show a more short-term,
urgent necessity of power system flexibility (i.e., technological
indicators) and other indicators that are rather long-term (i.e.,
political indicators, environmental indicators). Future research
can bring the indicators in a temporal order, from short to long
term.
Further, the derived indicators from our systematic literature
review, which are not related to technological factors, exhibit
strong relations with indicators related to technological factors.
Indicators related to environmental factors often are related to
the renewable power output and their ease of forecasting,
therefore, indicates a growing need for flexibility. Indicators
related to social factors on the other side, directly affect the
availability of distributed energy flexibility. e.g., the available
battery capacity of a rooftop solar PV and battery storage
system. Indicators related to legal/regulatory factors and
political factors can heavily influence the future need for
flexibility. Political indicators, such are targets for end use
electrification and installation of high amount of VRE sources,
play a particularly significant role in increasing the future need
for power system flexibility. On the one hand, they have a
strong influence on shaping the future state of the considered
power system by, e.g., putting in place legislation for a higher
share of renewables in the future. On the other hand, electricity
market design can foster or hinder the provision of energy
flexibility to the energy system by providing financial
incentives.
V. CONCLUSION

From our systematic literature review and the analysis of
indicators, we identified 5 indicators related to the
technological factor, 4 indicators related to the economical
factor, and 2 indicators each for political, environmental, and
social and legal/regulatory factors. Thus, we derived 17
indicators from literature to assess the necessity of power
system flexibility and then we associated these indicators to
the factors of PESTEL-analysis: political, economic, social,
technological, environmental, and legal/regulatory factors.

In this paper, we conducted a systematic literature research
followed by a meta-analysis of the identified indicators to help
estimate the necessity of flexibility in a power system. First,
we presented the 17 indicators and categorized these indicators
by the factors from the PESTEL-analysis. Second, we derived
a relationship between the identified indicators to the necessity
of power system flexibility, i.e., a higher amount of what is
subject to the indicators result in an increased necessity of
flexibility in power systems or vice versa. Our work, however,
is limited to only estimating the necessity of power system
flexibility and these indicators does not quantify the necessity.

Our results indicate that most indicators are related to
technological factors when it comes to assessing the necessity
of flexibility in power systems. This is the case, especially due
to the circumstances given by the electricity generation
landscape, (i.e., the share of VRE resources), the ability of the
electricity grid to accommodate further demand, and
accommodate distributed and intermittent generation, and
therefore, also energy flexibility. Thus, technological

To our knowledge, with our work, we provide a new, macrolevel overview over the literature stream regarding the
necessity of flexibility in power systems, which can support in
the estimation of the ‘flexibility’ in such systems. Different
national power systems and their expected development can be
analysed and even assessed using these indicators. Therefore,
we also conducted a meta-analysis of these indicators and their
relation to the necessity of power system flexibility. From our

IV. DISCUSSION
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review, we clearly see that, in addition to higher share of VRE
in power systems, there are other highly relevant indicators,
which can indicate the necessity of flexibility in power
systems.
Decision makers and policy-makers can use the identified
indicators in our paper to assess the necessity of power system
flexibility before making any long- or short-term decisions
regarding future power systems. Thus, this literature review
and meta-analysis can be useful at the initial stage of policy
making and before going further into planning for flexibility in
power systems.
Future research can use these indicators and conduct a
quantitative analysis of different power systems in the world
and their – present and future – necessity of power system
flexibility. Following these results, also, a type of needed
flexibility, i.e., long-term or short-term, or further specific
recommendations for action, e.g., needed grid reinforcement,
can be derived.
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